
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the exhibitors for showing their dogs 
to me. Despite the heat you were all in good spirits all day and showed great 
sportsmanship.  
Of course a big thank  you to the club for the invitation and hospitality. 
It is so nice to be able to just concentrate on judging and know that the steward is 
handling everything with flying colours, and that is always the case with Tony Tau. 
I really enjoyed the day and it will be a great memory for me. 
 
 
Veterans 7 & over 
 
V3.Ch Usakose Eye of the Dragon (AI) Very good feminine head and expression, 
could have a bit stronger underjaw, but excellent proportions between skull and 
muzzle.  Ears are a bit big. Very good shoulder and upperarm. Excellent forechest 
and well ribbed back. A bit long in loin. Excellent topline both standing and moving, 
very good underline. Excellent length of ridge with two symmetric crowns. Balanced,  
free movement  from all sides. Well presented in excellent condition. 
  
V5.Ch Schlau Spirit Warrior (AI) Strong powerfull male, a bit short coupled. Very 
good proportions in head, skull a bit cheeky and lips could be tighter. Strong neck 
and topline. Well laidback shoulder but a bit short and upright in upperarm and 
pasterns. Very good  forechest. Strong well muscled body. Croup is of good length 
and width but a bit steep, which gives him a short rear action. Balanced  coming and 
going. Very good ridge. Strong bone and very good feet. Could do with better 
confidence. 
 
V1.Ch Huntingridge Mins Games (AI) Very masculine head and expression but 
could be more refined in skull. Strong jaws. 
Strong neck, well bodied. Balanced angulation. Toeing out a bit in front and a bit 
cowhocked in rear which affects his movements. Tight coming and going and a bit 
irregular from side. Excellent bone. Ridge of very good length.  
 
 

DOGS 
 
Class 1 – Baby Puppy Dog 
 
2.Cedarrose Kijani Oba of Ardhi Lovely male puppy. Very promising in proportions. 
Good length between skull and muzzle, excellent  bone and feet. Long shoulder, 
upper arm and very good forechest. Very good croup-, knee- and hock angle. 
Excellent temperament. Ridge of very good length, symmetrical crown and clear 
marked box. Moves very well for his age. Very promising puppy.  
 
Class 2 – Minor Puppy Dog 
 
6. Rijstone Archer at Cedarrose (AI) Young boy with excellent proportions, strong 
bone and correct feet. Head with very good proportions, could have more parallel 
planes. Very good expression.  Powerful well angulated  hindquarters which he 
stands well in. Very well laid back upperarm and shoulder. Excellent ribcage for his 



age. Strong loin and a very good ridge. Moves very effortless and balanced from all 
directions. Very promising puppy. Good luck in the future 
.  
4. Lionslea Versace on the Floor (AI) Excellent head and expression, strong jaws. 
Ears a bit big on the day. Strong neck and topline, long ridge. Strong short loin. Very 
good shoulder, but a bit straight upperarm, straight pasterns and flat feet. Croup is a 
bit steep and knee and hock angel could be better. Hindquarter movement is short 
but true front movement, it makes him a bit high over croup on the move. Very well 
presented. 
 
5.Marmatia Simplythebest Mandela (AI)  Elegant head with excellent proportions 
and fine details. Very good length of shoulder and upper arm, very good length and 
width of croup, very good knee and hock angle. Nice profile when he relaxes and 
stands by himself, but loses it in movement. Long symmetric ridge. The chest could 
be longer and the loin shorter. He does not make it easy for his handler. Very nice 
temperament and well presented.  
 
Class 3 - Puppy Dog 
 
9. Caprivi Halloween Spicyapplpie Very well balanced male of excellent type. 
Head with excellent proportions, but still needs to fill out under the eyes. Slightly light 
eyes but correct shape. Strong powerful neck, very good top  and underline. 
Excellent length of ridge. Well made shoulder and upper arm and a very good 
forechest. Sufficient elastacy in the pasterns. Excellent croup, with excellent  width in 
first and second thigh. Moves very well when he wants to, then he has excellent 
elasticity and a long balanced stride. Lovely ougoing temperament. He does not 
make it easy for his handler and wants to jump, bounce and gallop. I like him a lot 
and wish his owner good luck in the future. 
 
8. Uberidge Valhalla Can Wait  Very nice head, slightly small eyes that could have 
better shape. Well filled and powerful muzzle. Powerful neck, good shoulder a little 
straight upper arm. Very good ridge. Strong topline, underline that is a bit pulled up. 
Steep croup which makes him unable to move out. He therefore has a very high tail 
carriage. Very good bone and feet.  
 
Class 4 - Junior Dog 
 
12. Kysaridge Arum Ector (AI) Male of the smaller model which is very well 
balanced. Very well angulated in front and hindquarters. Could be a little tighter in 
skin. Good proportions between skull and nose, could be a little more filled out under 
the eyes. Well bodied with good forechest. Moves smooth and balanced with good 
drive. Parallel coming and going. Ridge could be longer but is symmetrical with two 
clear crowns. Well muscled. Excellent temperament. 
 
10. Kysaridge Arum Kei (AI) A little straight in angulation but balanced. In 
movement he arched his back slightly, became a little better when he had been 
moving a while. The step is somewhat short but easy and in balance.  Strong neck. 
A little pulled up underline. The ridge is good in length and width. Good bone 
structure and collected feet. Expression is slightly worried, could be a bit more filled 
out under the eyes, Lovely muscle tone. Needs more self-confidence. 



11.Kuvutia Echoes of Rain Very good head, but expression is spoiled a bit by light 
eyes and insecure look. Gives a powerful impression standing but loses his silouette 
on the move. Becomes high over the croup and carries his tail a bit high. He is very 
steep in the croup, which makes his hindquarter movements very short. Well ribbed 
back and and excellent underline. Good length for the ridge, clear crowns quite wide 
in the box but very good in length. Very good feet bone structure. Lets me handle 
him but could have better selfconfidence. 
 
Class 5 – Intermediate Dog 
 
14. Ch Chilolo BM Gold on the Moon (AI) Handsome balanced male. Not 
exaggerated in any way. Appropriate length of nose to the width and length of skull. 
Very good eye and expression. Correct bite, well placed and well carried ears. 
Strong neck, top and underline, very balanced, angulated and strong broad cross. A 
ridge that is symmetrical, could be slightly longer, but clear crowns. incredibly well 
muscled and lovely to go over. Appropriate bone and feet. Moves very balanced and 
smooth, nice from all sides.  
 
13.Lionslea Lovestruck Romeo  Excellent proportions, good height of legs. Well 
laid shoulder, slightly straight in upper arm and pastern. Very good head, which 
could be more noble, and have tighter lips.  Strong neck and topline. Very good 
width and length of croup, but it’s a bit steep. Very good good first and second 
thighs, but a bit straight. Excellent bone structure, He needs more confidence, I can't 
really go over him properly. His temperament makes his movements a bit forced.  
 
Class 10 – Australien Bred Dog 
 
17. Sup Ch Juzrival Arkan Up (AI) Eight year old male in fantastic condition, of 
excellent type. Excellent head and expression, with parallel planes. Correct bite. He 
is powerful and elegant  with excellent proportions. Well laid shoulder, excellent 
length of upper arm, could have more flexibility in the wrist. Excellent body and 
forechest.Powerful hindquarters with excellent length and width of croup, first and 
second thigh. Slightly wide ridge with clear crowns and excellent length. Moves 
incredibly well and uses the upper arm in a very good way, giving a smooth, elastic 
and effortless gait. Parallel coming and going.  
Credit to owner and breeder for this execptionell dog. 
 
20.Sup Ch Chilolo CHN Cool Joe Cool  The head is not the dog's greatest 
advantage could be tighter and more elegant in the skull and is a bit cheeky. Is well 
angulated in front and hindquarters. Powerful well ribbed ribcage with very good 
forechest. Strong long neck. Excellent top- and underline.  Very good ridge.Powerful 
oval bone and very good feet. Moves very well from all sides.  
 
18.Ch Lionslea WenthlastswordisDrawn SWN ET Excellent head and expression. 
Strong jaws. Very good neck and topline when standing, becomes a little low over 
the shoulder in movement.The lower part of the brisket is slightly flat and does not 
give support to the elbows, together with slightly soft pasterns makes him low in front 
in movement. Slightly sloping croup and could have had more angle in knee and 
hock. Strong well muscled loin. Very good length of ridge. The stride is in balance 
but a bit heavy. 



.Class 14 – Bred By Exhibitor Dog 
 
23.Gr Ch Ballahond Oceans Bilu ET Beautiful male of excellent type which has 
aged liked a fine wine.  Lovely head and expression. Very well angulated in front and 
rear and with an excellent body in between. Long correct ridge. Would like him to be 
a bit more confident. Moves really well from all sides. Excellent condition 
 
25.Ch Kuvutia Rains Down in Africa 17 months old, Very good in head and 
expression. Well carried ears, slightly light eyes. Strong neck, topline and loin. Well 
ribbed back, long sternum. Well laid back shoulder but upright in upperarm and 
pastern. Gets a little high over croup with a high tail when moving because of  steep 
croup. Good knee, and hocks which could be stronger. Balanced but short length of 
gait. 
 
 24.Macumazahn Paint it Black. Big male who showed plenty of daylight under 
him.Very good length of Muzzle and skull, excellent eyes and expression. Strong 
neck a bit steep set into shoulder. Balanced angulated in front and rear but a bit 
straight.Strong well ribbed brisket and loin.Lovely muscle tone. Balanced but a bit 
short movement. Toeing in coming and going since elbows don’t get support from 
brisket.  
 
Class 11 – Open Dog 
 
27.Ch Sanyati Shape Shifter  Excellent type and proportions. Very good head and 
expression with very nice proportions.  Well angled shoulder, but slightly straight 
upper arm and wrist. Very good forechest and excellent ribbed back. A ridge that is 
very good. Very good hindquarters with nice width of thighs. Very fine musculature 
and has a balanced stride that is long and elastic. True coming and going. 
 
84.Chilolo BM Gold Rush Lovely well muscled male. He has a typical head and 
expression, and a very nice temperament.Very good bite. Well bodied, very good 
length and width of ridge and it has symmetrical crown. Very well angulated in front 
and rear. Excellent bone structure. The front movement is a bit high and so is the 
rear, but they are in balance.  
 
29. Ch Nkazimlo Heaven Sent a Copy (AI) A male that gives a long impression. 
Powerful head that could be more elegant and have more parallel planes. Strong 
beautiful neck. The ridge is somewhat short. Very well angulated front and back. 
Very powerful bone structure, with very nice width. Very strong and powerfull 
ribcage, a bit long in loin. Strong topline standing and moving. Becomes a bit heavy 
on the move. Is handled by a young girl which showed him excellent with gentle 
hands. 
 
.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



BITCHES 
 
Class 1A – Baby Puppy Bitch 
 
33. Jedazar Tamu Majani An absolutely outstanding puppy which is very promising. 
Head with excellent proportions, a bit light eyes. Has a lovely frame to grow into. All 
her boneparts are of excellent length and width.Well laid back shoulder and elbow 
well under. Strong neck and topline Excellent underline. Well ribbed back. A bit short 
ridge, but symetric. Excellent hindquarters to grow into. Moves very well from all 
sides and really using her upperarm to get that long easy movement although her 
young age. Like her a lot!  
 
31. Lionslea She Has Sass A lovely little baby with excellent proportions on the 
day. Head with a lovely proportions and excellent expression. Everything is really in 
balance. Excellent temperament. Lovely strong oval bone with excellent feet. Well 
bodied for her age.Very good ridge.  Moves so well for age and carries herself so 
well. Very promising. 
 
32. Cedarrose Ardhi Spirit Strong and well made baby puppy bitch. Beautiful 
outlines standing but on the day she becomes a bit unbalanced on the move. 
Roaches her back and becomes a bit low over shoulders on the move. Lovely head 
and expression, with correct round dark eyes. Strong well developed body and 
forechest for her age. Well angulated in front and rear strong bone and feet.  Nice 
frame to grow into. 
 
Class 2A – Minor Puppy Bitches 
 
83. Chilolo YN Gold on the Ceiling Excellent proportions.Well made head but a bit 
uncertain in expression. Strong neck and topline. Strong well muscled loin, but to 
much skirt. A bit better angulated in front then rear but still very balanced in 
movement. True coming and going. Very good forechest, deep brisket with excellent 
width. Well muscled. Could have more confidence. Well presented.  
 
34. Juzrival Poppn Kandy On the day a bit low on legs and soft in topline both 
standing and going.  Excellent head and expression. Very balanced angulation. Well 
bodied for her age with nice forechest. Strong oval bone and very good feet.  A nice 
frame to develop into.  
 
Class 3A – Puppy Bitches 
 
35.Sanyati Bettin on a Dream (AI) Very feminine puppy. Excellent proportions 
between muzzle and skull. A bit uncertain in her expression.Beautiful neck and 
topline. Very well angulated in front and hindquarters. Very good ridge.Very good 
depth of chest. A bit tight in elbows which makes her toe out standing and a bit loose 
in front movements Very good underline. Croup a bit steep which gives her 
movement  which is a bit short and a high over croup.  
  
36. Uberidge Ridin With Valkyries Head with excellent  poroportions, dark eyes 
and intelligent expression. Long neck, soft in topline standing and moving. Long in 
loin. Front a bit forward set and hindquarters could have more bend of stifle.Very 



good depth of ribcage. Suitable bone and feet.  Ridge of very good length. 
Movements are a bit thight coming and going and short from side. Lovely typical 
temperament 
 
Class 4A – Junior 
 
37.  Sanyati All Evez on Me (AI) Excellent type and proportions. Very good head 
and expression. Strong neck and topline. Very good depth of chest and forechest for 
age. Very good length of ridge. Well laid back shoulder a bit upright in upperarm and 
pasterns. Excellent width, length and angle of croup, first and second thigh. Moves 
really well from all sides. Very promising junior girl.  
 
39.Macumazahn The Sugar Hit (AI) Excellent porortions in head, but could be a bit 
more filled out under her eyes.Excellent beautiful neck and topline. Well laid back 
shoulder but straight in upperarm and pasterns. Very good depth of chest but a bit 
narrow in lower part of brisket. Hindquarters in balance with front, could have more 
width of first and second thigh. Very good ridge. Moves really well balanced, easy 
and effortless 
 
38.Ch Bellsasha Streetcarnameddesire  A bitch which is on the longer side and 
length is coming from a long loin. She loses her topline both standing and moving. 
Head which could have more parallel planes and a stronger underjaw.Excellent 
shoulder and set of neck, very good upparm and a nice spring of pastern. Well 
bodied. A bit short ridge. Very well angulated in rear with nice width of thighs. Strong 
bone and very well arched feet. Moves very well from all sides.  
 
Class 5A – Intermediate 
 
50. Dual Ch (LC) Marandela Marengo (AI) Appealing overall profile. Lovely well 
made head with excellent proportions and expression. Correct set of ears but a bit 
big. Long correct ridge which ends at the hipbones.Excellent forechest and depth of 
ribcage, really long breastbone. A bit soft topline both moving and standing. 
Excellent hindquarters with lovely width. 
Moves realy well from all sides.  
 
44. Bellahond Tura Sunlock (AI) Well made bitch with balanced angulation. Very 
good head, a bit light eye and could be more filled out under eye. .Deep ribcage with 
nice spring of ribs. Very good forechest.Very good neck and topline. A bit short ridge 
but with symmetrical and two well set crowns. Suitable bone and well arched feet. 
When she moves is easy and active with nice elasticity. 
 
45. Ch Schlau Uncanny X Statix Powerfull bitch with laid back shoulder but upright 
in upperarn and pastern. Excellent expression, could be tighter in her lips. Well 
placed and carried ears. Well ribbed back with a very good forechest. A bit short 
ridge. Strong well muscled hindquarters. Front is not moving out so she doesn’t get 
to use that powerfull rear 
 
49.Cedarrose Vegas Showgirl  A well balance bitch which could have a bit more 
angulation. Very good head, underjaw could be stronger. Nice depth of ribcage but 
lower part is a bit flat and doesn’t support her elbows on the move. Strong well 



muscled loin.A bit short neck but with very good strength, very good top- and 
underline. A bit busy in her movements, but balanced length of step..  
 
42.Ch Juzrival Makin Whoopie (AI) Strong powerfull bitch which can’t be lower on 
legs. Extraordinary muscle tone all through the whole bitch.  Head with very good 
proportions. Very balanced angulated. Strong powerful body with correct depth. Very 
good top and underline. Is a bit short and wide on the move. 
 
Class 10A – Australien Bred Bitches  
 
53.Ch Sanyati Justice Prevails Well balanced and well built bitch with excellent 
head and expression.  Excellent angulation in front and rear. Correct oval bone, nice 
withdth of thighs.Well ribbed back, lower part of brisket could be a bit more vaulted 
but correct depth. Ridge ok. Moves on a free lead balanced, low, effortless and with 
elasticity. True coming and going. Very well presented..  
 
57.Ch Chilolo BM Gold Moon Rising (AI) Very well muscled and well balanced 
bitch a little shorter than the one before. Really nice proportions on height up to 
withers and from ground to elbow. Excellent angulation in shoulder and hindquarters,  
but slightly straight in the upper arm and pastern.Typical expression, dark eyes, 
good proportions between width, length of skull and muzzle. Nice symmetric ridge. 
Incredibly well muscled throughout the whole dog also moves really well but not as 
free as number one on the day.  
 
55.Ch Ballahond Sager Lakes ET  A bitch of excellent proportions. Could have a 
better head, Very good expression. Very strong neck of excellent length. Powerful 
brisket with very good depth and curvature. A little soft topline and has a tendency to 
be high behind and round over the croup. Very good underline and ridge. Very well 
balanced in her angles and a little narrow coming and going and gets a little high in 
front, but still has nice balance and length of step from the side.  
 
 
56. Macumazahn Time after Time Very nice bitch with excellent proportions, but 
she is on the larger side. Incredibly well muscled throughout. Excellent parallel 
planes in head, could have a stronger underjaw. Expression slightly hardened by 
bright eyes. Strong neck. Well laid shoulder very good forechest slightly straight in 
upperarm and pastern. Excellent deep chest, but lower part a little flat and does not 
support the elbows in movement. Beutiful well muscled neck, excellent top and 
underline. Lovely long wide well muscled strong croup and hindquarters. The front 
doesn’t move out and she becomes a bit unbalanced on the move. Toeing in coming 
and going. It's a lot to like on this bitch. Very well presented in top condition. 
 
Class 14A – Bred By Exhibitor Bitches 
 
61. Ch Juzrival Keepin it Real (AI) A lady who moves wonderfully light and 
balanced on a loose leash. Balanced angulationin front and rear. Gets a little soft in 
topline at times. Well bodied strong neck and loin. Good proportions between skull 
and nose, confident on the eye.  Strong bone and well arched toes. Tail is wagging 
happily, but keeps on twitching when I am going over her. Easy long efficient 



movements and uses the upper arm very well. Stands as no 1 because of the 
movement.  
 
64.Ch Sanyati Southern Star  A balanced bitch which is full of herself and doesn’t 
make it easy for the handler.Is excellent in type and proportions.  Parallell planes in 
head. Correct expression Strong neck. Well laid back shoulder and upperarm Well 
bodied, bit much skirt. Very good forechest. A bit round over croup, but excellent 
knee and hock angles. Stands a bit toeing out in rear. Oval bone and nice width of 
thigh. Symmetric ridge with well placed crowns. Would like her lighter on the move 
with more reach. 
 
65. Ch Uberidge Razzle Dazzle Balanced strong bitch. Very good head, a bit hard 
expression although colour of eyes is really good. Very good pigmentation but could 
be tighter in lips. Very good top- and underline. Balanced  angulation. Enough depth 
of brisket  but could be a bit more filled in the lower part of the chest, which would 
help her to be more true coming and going. Powerful bone structure that is wider 
from the side. Good width in the first and second thigh. Shown nicely on a loose 
leash. Expected a bit better movement on her. Nice temperament.  
 
Class 11A – Open Bitches 
 
73.Ch Marandela The Phantom Chance TD.ET Long, but otherwise a very 
balanced bitch. slightly loose underline.  Appropriate bone structure excellent feet. 
Typical head and expression with nice details. Very good ridge. well-bodied with 
excellent front chest.  Excellent angulated in front and rear. The handlers take out 
the line and use the upper arm choice. Has elasticity and length of step with plenty of 
drive. True coming and going. Top of the class because of the movement. 
 
69. Ch Chilolo CHN Cool Samara JC.ET  Excellent type and proportions. Very 
good head in proportions but could be more filled out under eyes and have a 
stronger underjaw. Well laid back shoulder and nice set of neck, is a bit upright in 
upperarm and pasterns. Strong topline and loin. Very good hindquarters. Very good 
ridge. A bit short and loose in front movement, otherwise balanced from side but 
could have more elasticity. 
  
70.Ch Macumazahn Totally Worth It  A very powerful bitch without being course. 
Pleasing head and expression, with very good proportions. Typical expression. Long 
strong beautiful neck and topline. Is very well-bodied, unfortunately very loose in the 
underline, which spoils the overall impression of her. Excellent bone and feet.  
Excellent angulations in front and rear. Moves well from all sides. I like her very 
much 
 
72.Ch Nkazimlo Heavan Made Zena (AI)  Balanced lady who stands very well on 
her legs.  Well made in both shoulder and upper arm. Well angled hindquarters with 
good length of leg. Very good ridge. Strong powerful neck.  Good head but a little 
bright eyes which great expression. Somewhat long in loin which could also be 
tighter. Loose coming and going, very good from the side, but she loses her back 
and becomes lag over the shoulders. 
 
 



Class 18 – Open Neuter Dog 
 
77. Ch Schlau Spirit Warrior (AI) Very balanced angled male. Good head with 
dignified expression, excellent eyes. Very strong neck and topline. A very good 
ridge. Strong and well muscled body. Excellent bone structure. Moves like a youth 
from the side with nice balance. 
 
78. Ch Neut Ch Nkazimlo Carbon Black  Male with very good proportions, head 
could have more parallel planes, and more elegant cheeks. Strong neck, a little 
slooping topline both standing and when he moves, due to being a little straight in 
pastern and upper arm. strong powerful croup very good angulated rear. Excellent 
length of ridge with clear crowns. A bit short in front movement but easy step. 
 
Class 18A – Open Neuter Bitch 
 
79. Gr. Ch. Ballahond Tarn Bilu RN.ET 8.5 year old lady could be a little taller on 
her legs. Well balanced a head, that is just what you would expect from a lady of that 
age. Slightly gray cheeks and gray tones on cheeks. Very well angulated in front and 
rear. Fitting bone, very good feet, wide nice croup. Well ribbed back, underline could 
be a little tighter in, so also the topline. Good length of ridge, clear crown, very well 
presented and moves incredibly easily from the side. True coming and going. 
 
82.Gr Ch Cedarrose Proises of Injabulo JC.ET  Very good head and expression.  
Str ong neck, very balanced in angulation. Very well bodied. Somewhat long in loin 
and a little soft in the topline. Very good oval bone and feet. Moves very well. 
 
80.Ch. Neut Ch. Kysaridge Gold Aurelia ET.JC  A nice bitch with very good 
proportions in the head, powerful muzzle, ears that could be a little better. Strong 
well developed brisket with very good depth. Very good neck and shoulder, straight 
upper arm and very straight pasterns. The croup is a little steep, but of excellent 
width and length. Moves a bit under herself in the rear when moving and short in the 
front. 
 
 


